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INTRODUCTION

A comprehensive review and evaluation of the Langley Research Center's scientific and technical information (STI) program was conducted. The purpose of the review and evaluation was to determine the extent to which the program was meeting the needs of Langley research personnel and the recipients of Langley-generated STI, the areas of the program which needed improvements, and ways in which the program could be modified to improve its overall efficiency and effectiveness. The goal of the review and evaluation project was to determine if the dissemination of the Center's research output could be made more effective.

The project utilized both survey research and systems analysis techniques. A steering committee composed of one representative from each research division was used to develop the objectives and guide the project through its completion. The individual tasks required to accomplish the objectives were established and included as phases in the project plan which is the Appendix of this report. The results of Phase V - Design and Evaluation of STI Systems: A Selected, Annotated Bibliography are contained in this report.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

During the 63-year history of the Langley Research Center, a comprehensive review and evaluation of the Center's STI program had never been conducted. Portions of the Langley STI program had received periodic or occasional assessment; however, no valid empirical data existed which could be used to evaluate the overall program.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of Phase V was to compile a selected, annotated bibliography of literature citations related to the design and evaluation of scientific and technical information (STI) systems. Phase V required the use of manual and machine-readable literature searches; the review of numerous books, periodicals, reports, and papers; and the selection and annotation of literature citations. The results of Phase V provided a theoretical understanding and base upon which the methodology of the review and evaluation project was founded.
**Importance of the Study**

Phase V resulted in the compilation of a selected, annotated bibliography of source material devoted to the design and evaluation of scientific and technical information (STI) systems. The bibliography was produced because (1) the information was needed to develop the methodology for the review and evaluation project, and (2) a survey of the literature did not reveal the existence of a single published source of information pertinent to the subject. Thus, the bibliography represents the first or the most recent collection of information specifically devoted to the design and evaluation of STI systems.

**Scope of the Study**

The study was limited to (1) searches of manual and machine-readable data bases; (2) bibliographies pertaining to the evaluation of information systems; (3) books, periodicals, reports, annual reviews, conference proceedings, and research specifically concerned with information systems; and (4) bibliographies and references found in a variety of published sources. In compiling the bibliography, emphasis was placed on those references published in the time period between 1974 and 1980. However, certain references dated prior to this period were included because of their significance.

**GLOSSARY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGARD</td>
<td>Advisory Group for Aeronautical Research and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARIST</td>
<td>Annual Review of Information Science and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIS</td>
<td>American Society for Information Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aslib</td>
<td>Association of Special Libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDA</td>
<td>Comprehensive Dissertation Abstracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSATI</td>
<td>Committee on Scientific and Technical Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDC</td>
<td>Defense Documentation Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSA</td>
<td>Defense Supply Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTIC</td>
<td>Defense Technical Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERIC</td>
<td>Educational Resources Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE</td>
<td>Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JASIS</td>
<td>Journal of the American Society for Information Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaRC</td>
<td>Langley Research Center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Phase V required the compilation of a selected, annotated bibliography on the design and evaluation of STI systems. The principal purpose of the study was to provide a single source of information pertinent to the subject. This information was used in the development of the methodology for the review and evaluation project and could also be used by others interested in this aspect of information science.

Design

The scope of this bibliography focused on literature pertaining to the design and evaluation of STI systems. Citations covering the general topic of information and such topics as the design and evaluation of information systems, information use and needs, the economics of information, and information products and services were included because they contained substantial or innovative material pertinent to the subject.

Several bibliographies were discovered during the search of the literature and were consulted during the preparation of this bibliography. The last comprehensive bibliography on the evaluation of information systems, which was compiled by Beth Krevitt and Belver Griffith and published in 1973, represented an updating of the bibliography on the same topic which was compiled by Madeline Henderson and published in 1967. In 1978, Donald W. King published a compilation
of key papers on the design and evaluation of information systems. Although not a bibliography, the work by King does provide a comprehensive set of papers that covers a range of topics pertinent to the subject.

Daniel N. Woods compiled and published in 1971 a bibliography on user studies which was devoted to the information gathering habits of engineers and scientists. Sylvia Faibisoff compiled and published in 1976 a comprehensive review of the literature on user studies which included citations devoted to the information needs among scientists and engineers. Since 1977, Mary E. Young has published a continuing bibliography on user needs in documentation and information. The Young bibliography covers a variety of information needs, including those of engineers and scientists.

In 1971, Harold Anker Olsen published a comprehensive bibliography on the economics of information. In 1972, a supplementary listing was published. Both editions contained citations which embrace the importance of economic consideration in information services, including information systems. In 1980, Donald W. King, Nancy K. Roderer, and Harold A. Olsen published a compilation of key papers on the economics of information. While not a bibliography, their work does represent the most current thinking concerning the costs, budgeting, and financial operation of information systems.

Citations in these bibliographies pertinent to the design and evaluation of STI systems were included in this bibliography. Preparation of this bibliography began in February 1980, thus excluding publications from late 1980. The cutoff was necessary to meet the timetable established for the project. Approximately 200 citations have been included.

**Methodology**

The basic tools used to compile this bibliography were (1) searches of machine-readable data bases via CDA, ERIC, LISA, NTIS, NASA RECON, and SSIE; (2) Library Literature and ISA; and (3) ASIS conference proceedings. Extensive use was also made of bibliographies in the ARIST. The bibliographies and references of the citations contained in this publication were also used as sources of possible citations.
Availability

Every attempt was made to identify the availability of the citations included in this bibliography. Citations which were not published or readily available were excluded. Works by the same author(s) having similar titles were included in an attempt to increase the user's ability to obtain the desired material. When both PB and ED numbers appeared for the same citation, both were included.

Citations which appeared as NTIS documents can be purchased from the National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161. Citations which appeared as ERIC documents can be purchased from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service, P.O. Box 190, Arlington, Virginia 22210.

Classification

Four subject areas were used to classify the selected citations. These areas included (1) information - general; (2) information systems - design and evaluation including information products and services; (3) information - use and need; and (4) information - economics. Each citation was listed under one and only one area within the classification scheme.

RELATED RESEARCH AND LITERATURE

The development of the methodology and procedures for the review and evaluation of the Langley scientific and technical information program which would provide maximum effectiveness required a complete understanding of (1) the operational dimensions of the Langley STI program and (2) the theoretical basis, including relevant research, for the design and evaluation of STI systems. The operational understanding was acquired from the familiarity and experience with the Langley STI program. The theoretical basis, which was needed to determine the methods and concepts essential to design and evaluation, was developed from a thorough understanding of the related research and literature. An historical overview of the evolution of the evaluation process, which reflected the changes in attitudes, emphasis, techniques, and technological developments in the design and evaluation of information systems, was prepared and presented chronologically.
The User Dimension

Prior to the 1950's, few studies of the users' needs had been performed although information workers had been providing a variety of information products and services for years. The first user studies, which were conducted during the late 1950's and early 1960's, involved engineers and scientists as subjects. Most of these studies were conducted on a small scale, with participants drawn from a specific discipline, the broad population of engineers and scientists, or, less frequently, from users of specific systems. The technique most commonly employed to elicit knowledge concerning the general information-gathering habits and needs of users was the self-administered questionnaire. The results of these studies revealed that the information needs and habits of engineers and scientists were more diverse than had previously been thought, thus diminishing the potential use of the results in terms of the design and evaluation of information systems.

The Flow of Scientific and Technical Information

One of the earliest methodological studies was conducted by Menzel (1). Menzel reviewed papers published prior to 1960 on the flow of information among scientists. He found only 26 studies which contained empirical findings. Techniques cited by Menzel from these studies included: examination of library circulation records, analysis of reference questions, self-observations, observations by others, diaries, questionnaires, interviews, and reference counts. Paisley (2) reviewed the literature on the flow of scientific literature up to December 1965 and found only 33 studies which used empirical research to document information-gathering activity.

Information Needs/User Studies

By the end of 1963, empirical research on the information needs and uses of scientists and technologists appeared in the literature. In addition to preference, demand, and experimental studies, research during the mid-1960's began to take other directions. During this time, investigations were conducted concerning the habits and patterns of scientists in terms of information gathering, use, and dissemination. These investigations focused on the information channel(s) to determine the flow of information within the scientific community.
The critical incident study appeared at this time. The critical incident study recorded sample information - receiving episodes, including a description of the event, the communication function this event served, and the scientist's satisfaction (or lack thereof) with the information obtained. The studies by Rosenbloom (3) and the Auerbach Corporation (4) illustrated the critical incident methodology. A further refinement of this technique was the critical incident decision study which concentrated on information-receiving events that caused decisions in the work of scientists. M.I.T.'s Research Program on the Management of Science and Technology (5) produced a number of diverse and creative approaches to information transfer studies. One approach studied the communication channels used during different stages of completion of research projects. Another was the "matched case approach" which employed the same research design to compare the performance of the two or more groups being studied.

In commenting on the literature of 1966 dealing with user studies, Herner and Herner (6) reviewed papers which utilized the following techniques: user records, personal interviews, observation, and questionnaires. Herner and Herner noted the following seven problems related to the 1966 user studies: the few techniques used, the diversity of user groups to which these few techniques were applied, the diversity and ambiguity of the language used to discuss the techniques and their results, the absence of innovation, the failure to profit from prior mistakes, and the absence of rigorous experimental design.

**Evaluation of Information Systems and Services**

The problems inherent to the design and evaluation of information systems and services received increased attention in the literature and were discussed at national and international meetings. At the 1966 annual convention of the American Documentation Institute, a panel focused on a number of basic issues including the problems in methodology, relevance as a measurement criterion, replication of experiments, and difficulties in making generalizations based on past research. Persistent methodology and conceptualization problems, together with a scarcity of empirical data, plagued attempts to discuss the actual performance of information systems and services.
Snyder (7) published a critical review of the design and evaluation literature and identified the following methodological problems: confounding of independent variables; using only retrieval effectiveness criteria to examine the effects of independent variables, using gross measures to determine relevance, insufficient control of possibly significant sources of variance, inadequate sampling procedures, inadequate statistical techniques, failing to discuss other relevant research results, and failing to report sufficient methodology details. Marks (8) reached the same general conclusions as Snyder after reviewing behavioral research in information retrieval.

Salton (9) reported on the continued development of a specialized computerized information and retrieval system. A large number of automatic retrieval procedures were tested, including automatic information analysis, automatic dictionary construction, and iterative search procedures with user interaction. The final report of the Aslib-Cranfield Project (10), issued in 1966, represented an extensive and complex effort in analyzing the effect of index language devices on recall and performance of an information retrieval system. Considerable debate appeared in the literature concerning the merits and shortcomings of this work.

**Systems Approach to Design and Evaluation**

The literature of 1967 showed a trend toward the systems approach to design and evaluation of information systems, as reflected in the attention given to information components and their interactions. A discussion of the pros and cons of recall and precision as measures of information system performance occurred during this period. The necessity of cost-benefit analysis of competing systems was recorded. Operations research, a general analytical and evaluation method, was widely used in the evaluation of information systems in the late 1960's.

Trends toward automation were evident in the literature of 1968. Publications reflected a maturing discipline, with documented accounts of actual steps toward automation including cost analyses. Man/machine interfaces in projected on-line computerized retrieval systems began to receive attention in the literature, but a recognition was growing that system evaluation measures needed to be broader than mere retrieval performance.
Informal and Formal Information Seeking

By 1968, the number of studies concerned with social and behavioral aspects of information-seeking had increased substantially. In addition, many user studies employed more sophisticated techniques to elucidate particular characteristics of user behavior. Citation analyses and indirect observation techniques were introduced. Informal information transfer began to be studied and recognized as a major channel of information flow. The concepts of "gatekeepers" and "invisible colleges" appeared. Although information acquisition and use became more fully understood during this period, the increased knowledge was not directly applied in system design. Computers became more widely used in information systems.

New Trends: National Information Systems and Networking

Considerable activity in the design of comprehensive national information systems devoted to broad subject disciplines occurred during 1969. In the U.S., most programs were designed and implemented by leading scientific and technical societies such as those in the fields of physics, mathematics, and linguistics. The programs consisted of a machine-readable data base of indexed citations from which a variety of bibliographic products could be generated, including indexes, literature searches, bibliographies, and selective dissemination services. An example of such a system was NASA's RECON.

Another important trend around 1969 was the integration and connection of bibliographic services by networking concepts. Some of the first such networks were MEDLARS and ERIC. By this time, only a small number of actual evaluations of operating systems had been done. MEDLARS was the only large national information system which had been thoroughly evaluated. The availability of on-line systems revived interest in research on automatic indexing, classification, vocabulary control, and automatic searching. Concept definition, methods of data collection, and theory had developed so that now there was some consistency in observations about user needs and uses. Recognition of the growing importance of cost effectiveness was reflected in the literature of 1969.
Economic Consideration

By 1970, economic restrictions had become the most important factor in the design, operation, and evaluation of information systems. Managers of existing systems were called upon to justify costs, and proposals for new systems were carefully studied and compared with the informal sources used by researchers. In-house testing of existing systems was growing, based on the realization that the support and respect of users, potential users, and management were essential. Cost effectiveness as applied to operational decision-making was the focus of the work of a group of researchers and information specialists, notably Lancaster, King, and Bryant. Research by these individuals led to emphasis on evaluating the cost effectiveness and benefits tradeoff of information systems. Evaluation began to impact more importantly on specific decisions concerning system design, implementation, modification, and discontinuance.

Aspects of Needs and Uses

Studies concerned with information needs and uses on national and international basis emerged in 1971. Systematic studies were conducted in the U. S. at Stanford University, Johns Hopkins, and by the American Psychological Association. The 1970's produced many studies of the information needs and uses of scientists and engineers in other countries, including Russia, East Germany, England, Canada, and the Netherlands. International cooperation among scientists through informal communication networks was a topic represented in the papers of the early 1970's.

Research which led to the understanding of the social structure and organization of the research environment was undertaken during this period. Work performed by Thomas J. Allen at M.I.T (11) determined the structural characteristics of R&D laboratories. Informal relationships and physical locations were shown to have direct bearing on information transfer within an R&D organization. Rubenstein investigated the communication systems used by engineers and scientists. The conclusions drawn from this research indicated that engineers tended to prefer oral communication sources, while basic scientists relied on both oral and written channels.
Evolution of Evaluation Procedures

In the literature of 1973-1974, evaluation procedures and tools tailored to information system environments emerged. Debons and Montgomery (12) enumerated the following procedures: systems analysis, operations research, benefit-cost analysis, planning-programming-budgeting, value/analysis engineering, management audit, and evaluation. Greater cost consciousness and more attention to users and user studies in non-scientific disciplines were continuing trends in information science. User satisfaction was suggested as a substitute for relevance in evaluating system effectiveness.

Extended Scope of User Studies

Crawford (13) showed that of the 95 user studies published between 1975 and 1977, 24 were focused on physical sciences (still the largest representation); however, 20 were focused on the social sciences (second largest representation). The other categories and counts were biological/health sciences, 9; human needs, 10; mass media, 3; general information centers/systems, 13; specific techniques (mostly user interfaces with on-line services), 10; and theory, 6. Of the 24 papers in the physical science category, 10 were case presentations on the use of a specific system, 9 were surveys, and 5 were conceptual or review papers.

A National Forum on Scientific and Technical Information was held during 1976-1977 consisting of 375 professional users of information, providers of information, and those who make public policy. Five problem areas were defined, and it was concluded that a focal point should be established within the government to address these problem areas, providing both leadership and financial support.

SUMMARY

The design and evaluation of information systems had progressed from simplistic and unscientific research to the current sophisticated and empirical framework. Both the methodology (how to measure) and concepts (what to measure and why) differed in scope, depth, criteria, and techniques in accordance with their appropriateness to the evaluative purpose. The literature revealed that
research existed to assist in the choice of valid, reliable, reproducible evaluative procedures and the formulation of valid assessment measures. The assessment of information systems had grown to include the organization, functions, and operations of the system; the products and services of the system; and the clientele and organizations served by the system. A periodic evaluation which incorporated a combination of social science concepts and management tools and techniques was established as an essential function of management.

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of Phase V was to compile a selected, annotated bibliography on the design and evaluation of STI systems. The results of Phase V provided a theoretical understanding and base upon which the methodology of the review and evaluation project was founded.

Periodic review and evaluation of an information system should be considered an essential responsibility of management. Evaluation should be (1) summative, providing decision-makers with information about the effectiveness of the system; (2) formative, producing information that is fed back into the program for improvement during development or operation; and (3) on-going, disclosing the strengths and weaknesses of the system, suggesting ways to improve the overall performance of the system, and providing future orientation and direction for system development. Evaluation of an information system should include the structure, functions, and operations of the system; the products and services of the system; and the individuals and organizations served by the system. However, the most meaningful parameter in the design and evaluation of an information system involves the needs of the information user. Consequently, the needs of the information user must be viewed as an essential aspect of any information system evaluation.

The development of the Langley STI review and evaluation plan was based upon these considerations. The individual tasks required to accomplish the objectives of the project were established and included as phases in the project plan which is the Appendix of this report.
REFERENCES


INFORMATION - GENERAL


This book provided an overview of the federal government's involvement in scientific and technical information (STI). Included were an historical account of the period from 1790 to 1972 and an examination of the federal government's relationship with non-federal organizations and cooperative exchange programs with foreign organizations and countries. The author provided information about the trends in STI, the people who influenced the growth and direction of the federal government's STI programs and activities, and future directions in federal STI programs and policies.


Communication networks in R&D laboratories were shown to have structural characteristics, which when properly understood could be employed to more effectively maintain the laboratory personnel's awareness of technological developments. Informal relations and physical location were shown to be important determinants of this structure. Informal relations could be developed through formation of project teams and intergroup transfers and loans. The effect of physical location on communications was especially strong and should be given serious consideration when designing research facilities.


Office layout and the role of certain individuals in transmitting technical information gleaned from outside sources to colleagues within an organization were felt to provide important insights for understanding the flow of technological data within a research and development establishment. The contributions of conventions, journals, abstracts, and informal discussions to solving research problems were also assessed. The possibility of developing a nonterritorial office layout to promote communication and increase problem-solving efficiency was mentioned.


Technical communication patterns in two research and development laboratories were examined using modified sociometric techniques. The structure of technical communication networks in the two laboratories resulted from the interaction of both social relations and work structure. The sociometric "stars" in the technical communication network who provided other members of the organization with information either made greater use of individuals outside the organization or read the literature more than other members of the laboratory.

A report was made of two lectures given by Dr. J. George Anderla, Professor of Economics, The Sorbonne, under the sponsorship of the National Science Foundation. The lectures presented an analysis of the projected worldwide output of scientific and technical publications in the coming decades.


In this paper, James Anderson and Dale Lake laid the groundwork for a comprehensive understanding of the role of information in the processes of institutional change. The authors attempted to help the policy-makers of the Episcopal Diocese of Washington, D.C. obtain effective access to the information necessary for decision making. Based on particular instances of decision making, they analyzed where information was and was not available and where it was and was not asked for. The authors distinguished between the different kinds of information needed at various stages of creative problem-solving and identified the variety of roles required of the decision-makers during those stages.


Guidelines designed to be used in planning nondegree courses in information science and services were described. Courses referred to would contribute to improvement of the role and place of information professionals, information work, and information science in servicing personnel in scientific and technical fields, particularly in developing countries. Checklists to verify the completeness of the plan and to suggest means for evaluating the experience were included. The guidelines covered the planning, organizing, implementing, and evaluating of courses. Sample course announcements, application forms, activities and time tables, participant evaluation reports, budget/financial reports, and checklists were appended.


Speculations were offered on what new technical systems (computers, innovations in the transmission of signals, and new ways to feed images into and out of this system) would do to the content and form of news in the U.S. during the remainder of this century. This book focused on what the content of daily information would be, in what form it would be delivered, and how it would be distributed throughout the population. It considered what technologies were likely to change the way the next generation received its news, what changes the rapid reporting of daily events would make in human affairs, what the audience for news in the U.S. was like, and what some of the peculiarities of the news in this country were.

The study articulated the federal government's responsibility in providing for the dissemination of scientific and technical information. It presented an historical overview of the field; it described the new directions of science today which posed obvious challenges to the scientific communication system; it identified and explained the pressures which were affecting the nation's ability to fully utilize its scientific knowledge; and it described the action the federal government could take now to ensure the harmonious and continuing development of the nation's scientific communication enterprise. Based on the recommendations of past studies and reports and a discussion of the new directions of science, it suggested that the federal government establish (1) a locus of responsibility for making science information policy at the national level; (2) a dynamic, federally funded research and development program; and (3) a voluntary organizational mechanism for coordination of STI activities in the public and private sectors.


After analysis of the operating experience of information services in a number of businesses, review of data from literature sources, and discussion with specialists, the author defined and ranked four main information channels. Listed in descending order of importance, they were (1) reference books and information obtained directly by the receiver of the information; (2) participation in conferences, seminars, meetings, and exhibitions; (3) participation in scientific visits to firms in the particular subject interest; and (4) personal contact between specialists while carrying out work. Relative costs for these channels were also discussed.


This book was designed to alert editors, publishers, and others responsible for the primary dissemination of scientific and technical information (STI) to ideas, procedures, systems, and technologies that could be used to disseminate information more effectively and economically. It described innovations and improvements in several areas: innovations in conventional journal and monographic publishing, print-on-paper alternatives to conventional publication, non-print paper and mixed-media innovations, trends and prospects, and innovations needed.

The aim of this guide was to alert persons with an operational interest in scientific communication to new ideas, techniques, and equipment in the field of communication media and publications. The focus was on the dissemination of scientific information via the technical journal or its equivalent. Secondary dissemination of information such as bibliographies, data bases, and services are treated incidentally. The guide was organized into five sections: innovations in conventional journal and monography publishing, print-on-paper alternatives, non-print-on-paper and mixed media innovations, trends and prospects, and innovations needed. Each section was subdivided into individual entries describing particular processes or innovations. This guide was designed as an "idea book" to help small scientific societies, journals, and publishers as well as to increase general awareness of innovations and stimulate development of new ideas.


Although the needs of industries for scientific and technical information varied according to the type of enterprise considered, it was shown that governments could analyze and attempt to meet these needs. Three essential factors which influenced the way in which an industry perceived its need for information were the type of industry, its domain of activity, and its status (growing, declining, or stationary). Industries needed information concerning research and production methods, technical-juridical information covering patents and licensing, and technical-economic data related to commerce and marketing.


This report detailed a conference in which key decision-makers and specialists in scientific and technical information systems were brought together with incentive area experts from law, economics, sociology, and psychology to address the issue of incentives for the generation, dissemination, and use of scientific and technical information. Included were workgroup reports and presentations by speakers. It was generally concluded that the issue of incentives was too complex to permit the development in any single workshop of a set of incentives which were particularly applicable to information systems; however, the conference did develop insights into how to approach the issue of incentives.

A study was conducted by COSATI to appraise the role of the technical report in the scientific-engineering communication process. Topics addressed included scientific journals; secondary literature (abstracts, indexes, and literature reviews); technical reports; reviews and monographs; economics of publication, informal information exchange; and the quality of technical literature. It was concluded that technical requirements necessitated continued coexistence of the various scientific and technical communication media; however, the strengths of each medium must be recognized and nurtured.


The fundamental recommendation was for the establishment of a Clearinghouse for Innovation in Scientific Communication. It was recommended that the Clearinghouse's first activity be the publication of a guidebook that would describe innovations applicable to primary dissemination of scientific and technical information. Recommendations and tentative plans were also presented for the gradual enlargement of the Clearinghouse's scope to include, within the first year of operation, the secondary and tertiary dissemination of information.


This report summarized the experience of a project designed to (1) identify and describe innovations that might be applied to the primary, recorded dissemination of scientific and technical information, and (2) organize the project's findings into a guidebook that might be used by editors, publishers, and others responsible for communication programs. In addition to this report, the project culminated in a prototype of the guidebook and a proposed plan for large-scale production and distribution of the guide. The final report included chapters on project history and methodology, the results of the project, and observations concerning innovation in scientific communication.

Research on communication channel use had shown that interpersonal channels were generally more efficient than written channels. However, using interpersonal channels involved a psychological cost, particularly for individuals who believed that free and open sharing of information was not the norm. This study explored channel use among a group of scientists and engineers and suggested that channel use, both within and outside the organization, was influenced by the individuals' perceptions of organizational information-sharing norms.


The theme for the papers presented at the Tenth Annual Information Retrieval Colloquium was the state-of-the-art of information science. The decennial colloquium attempted to update and extend the symposium presented at the 1961 Annual Meeting of the American Documentation Institute (ADI). The papers reviewed the growth and change within the field and predicted future directions for information science.


The results of two projects aimed at increasing the understanding of the role and contribution of scientific and technical information the process of innovation were summarized. One project concentrated primarily on the kinds and channels of scientific and technical information used by the innovators during the ideation/conception stage. The second project provided a framework for understanding the flow of scientific and technical information in applied research. Both studies concluded that people, and not formal channels of communication, were more effective for transmitting technical information. In addition, frequency of communication among researchers was found to be determined more by the architecture of the work place than by the technical needs of the research group.


The scientific and technical information (STI) system which supports business, government, and society was studied. The study concerned government management of STI flow and the application of public utility regulation. The focus was on the future applications of technology and better uses of resources in STI. Also considered were (1) STI and its relationship to society, (2) STI regulation, (3) adaptations in STI, (4) forecast of STI technologies, (5) STI in foreign affairs, and (6) STI as a regulated public utility.

GAO's study of government information centers providing bibliographic services to the scientific and technical community was presented. It confirmed the need for better management. Evidence of duplication, proliferation of facilities, and inconsistent cost recovery practices were found. The vagueness of authorizing laws and function statements was found to contribute to the duplication of services. It was recommended that each department and agency designate a top official to coordinate and manage its information, and that the Office of Management and Budget establish a committee to coordinate government scientific and technical information activities.


Problems and issues encountered in adequately meeting the needs of scientific and technical information users were addressed. The viewpoints and perceptions of professional librarians, publishers, information specialists, and educators were reported.


The conference addressed the question, "Are there current needs for public policies affecting scientific and technical communication in the United States, and if so, what are the options?" Policymakers and their staffs, experts in scientific and technical communication, and decisionmakers from all sectors came together to discuss their viewpoints and perceptions about the problems and issues related to scientific and technical information.


Scientific and technical information transfer has had only low priority for national attention recently. Three eras of scientific information transfer were identified: a continuing traditional era that emphasized transfer of disciplinary knowledge, a post World War II era devoted to mission-related information, and an emerging era oriented toward socio-economic-technical systems problems. A description of the information eras and their implications, current issues and problems, the stakeholders involved and their perspectives, and possible action steps to improve the present infrastructure were provided.

More than thirty key papers from a variety of interdisciplinary academic and professional journals and publications were presented in this volume. The contents were divided into the following five subject areas: Structure and Dynamics of Science Information Flow, Innovation: Required Flow of Knowledge, The Structure of Literature and Documents, Information Retrieval and Analysis, and Tools and Ideas.


This paper proposed a dependable and systematic feedback loop for monitoring the use of media by clients and staff members to determine who benefited from the media, and to some extent what benefits were derived. Purposes for which the media were likely to be used were influenced by the environment in which the information system might find typical purposes for its use to be (1) support of the instructional program, (2) research, or (3) general transmission of the cultural heritage not specifically related to the curriculum.


The activities of the Oklahoma Legislative Council to establish capabilities in the area of systematic transfer of scientific and technical information were described. Oklahoma was one of 42 states involved in the State, Science, Engineering, and Technology (SSET) program initiated to provide state policy-makers with much of the best technical information possible to be used in the decision making process. The survey technique was used to obtain evaluations from a random sample of the legislature for the information resources available to them. Both needs and resource assessments were presented, including a series of models describing several types of information for the purpose of evaluation, a resource directory, flow charts, and an organizational chart. Questionnaires for needs assessment and resource assessment were contained in the appendices.

The characteristics of information which contributed to the resolution of technical problems during thirty on-going innovations in British industry were studied to determine the patterns of information flow consonant with successful innovation. Three findings emerged: (1) Information obtained from literature contributed as much as that from personal contact. The innovation process was most efficient when these two sources were used in a mutually supportive fashion. (2) Different sources were selectively used to obtain different types of information. The choice of appropriate sources in an appropriate order had a considerable impact on the innovation process. Improvement in the choice pattern was associated with better educated problem-solvers and research-intensive firms. (3) No direct correlation was found between the frequency of use of a source and its relative contribution to the innovation. Some vital pieces of information were obtained from sources infrequently used. Implications for researchers and management were drawn.


Research in developing statistical indicators of scientific and technical communication was described, with special emphasis on the periodical literature including new estimates of the number of journals and other periodicals, characteristics of journals, journal prices, number of subscribers, type of publishers, and coverage by abstracting and listing services. Special analyses were also presented for the value of the journals and for the economics of page charges.


Statistical indicators of scientific and technical communication were provided for use by planning and policy decision makers and managers of scientific and technical information services. An analysis of past trends and projections to 1980 were included.


The data, framework, and mathematical models used to generate the statistical indicators for the formal scientific and technical literature, such as books, journal articles, and technical reports, were described. A bibliography and appendices describing the methodology were included.
Data from a longitudinal study of 191 journals published between 1962 and 1974 were analyzed. Tables showed characteristics of these journals, such as number of issues, number of articles, number of pages, number of characters per page, and bibliographic citations. The work was presented as a data reference tool to other researchers involved in the study of the scientific and technical journal literature.

The scientific and technical journal system in the United States was described. Data about authorship, publishing, libraries, abstracting and indexing, and reading of scientific and technical journals were included. The flow of information among the principal participants in this system was also discussed. Some data were derived from surveys of authors, publishers, abstracting and indexing services, and scientists and engineers (as readers). Substantial data were given on the cost of the entire system. Much of the information dated back to 1960 and was projected to 1985.

The development of a functional framework for scientific and technical journal communication was documented. Generic functions, origination, transmission, recording, preservation, and end-use were defined. Both the current practices and the electronic alternatives were specified in terms of activities comprising these functions. The bases for the functional definitions of scientific and technical communications were also presented.

The current practices in scientific and technical journal communication in the United States, focusing primarily on 1975, were described. Cost and volume data were presented for the activities of authors, publishers, libraries, secondary services, and end-users. Analyses included consideration of three sizes of journals, four fields of science, three communication paths, and trends observed over time. A major focus was the economic interactions between participants.

A likely electronic alternative to current journal communication practice was described in terms of generic functions. The annex discussed positive and negative factors which would influence developments in this area.


The cost model used in the systems analysis of scientific and technical journal communication was described. A large number of model parameters reflecting volume, process, and cost information were associated with the activities performed under each function. By selecting appropriate parameters, it was possible to simulate either current practice or the electronic alternative under a wide variety of input process and output conditions. The annex included descriptions of model components, methodologies for using the model, and some specific model results.


This planning guide provided an introduction to each of the many multidisciplinary procedural tools and technological innovations applicable to scientific and technical information communications, with discussion of their specific applications. It was designed to help the reader make an informed first step toward choosing and implementing such innovations. The planning guide was organized for reader-controlled access to its information.


One hundred twenty-five recommendations from four studies commissioned by COSATI and one performed by SATCOM of NAS-NAE were included. Part I presented the recommendations as concise statements, listed according to the subject categories of central management concepts for national programs, roles and responsibilities of organizations generating information for the scientific and technical community, and suggested techniques for approaching areas such as user/operator education, standardization, informal communications, and literature handling. Part II presented the recommendations individually, giving the concise statement form and the full text of each recommendation, page numbers of important related discussion in the report, other related recommendations in the report, and additional annotation on background and import of the recommendation which might not be immediately apparent.

This bibliography contained the resumés of reports, articles, conference papers, and other publications produced during 1973-77 by projects supported by the Division of Science Information. The bibliography contained 123 citations which were listed alphabetically by year. The citations were indexed by author, corporate source, title, award number, and subject.


Descriptions were given of the federal scientific and technical information activities of more than 60 programs during 1976, including the Library of Congress and the Smithsonian Institution. The descriptions, provided voluntarily by federal agencies, emphasized new developments and achievements rather than routine ongoing activities. A prefatory chapter analyzed and summarized significant activities, developments, and trends within the federal scientific and technical information community, based on the agencies' submissions. Appendices included a glossary of acronyms, a listing of key personnel associated with individual programs, and a general index.


This volume included papers presented at a conference on "Communication Among Scientists and Technologists" sponsored by Johns Hopkins University and the National Science Foundation. The objectives of the conference were: to bring together researchers and system developers to discuss the current models of the processes by which scientists and technologists communicate, to present system developers with research results to date, and to encourage the discussion of the applicability of current research to the development of science information programs. The volume dealt with the communication structure of science and the production of scientific information, the utilization of scientific information, and the development of scientific information systems.


This study was an exploration of the future of scientific and technical communication. Primary achievement of the project was the development for the first time of a unified body of data representing "best judgment" forecasts of communication system performance, costs, and availability for the next 25 years, in conjunction with a parallel of the usage patterns and needs of representative user groups in the scientific and technical community.

Based on an organizational diagnosis of the R&D divisions of three companies, this exploratory study found that the information-seeking behavior of scientists and engineers and their effectiveness in obtaining information were affected by the organization's work structures and processes, by the patterns of interpersonal interactions and organizational climate, and by the rewards and support they received for taking risks to seek information. For example, the functional organization of an R&D unit could lead to barriers between the information specialists and those who need technical information services. In companies where the climate did not support information-sharing across project or department lines, the informal information channels were under-utilized. Individuals who perceived it as risky to ask for or provide technical information also believed that their work groups were ineffective in getting the information they need.


The acquisition, use, and transfer of information both within the research and development lab and between the research and development lab and the engineering and manufacturing divisions in one company were investigated. The experiments included information searches for individual projects, information specialists joining project teams, workshops to improve the management of information, and improved communication between research and development scientists and engineers and their clients in the operating divisions. Findings about the correlation of behavioral and technological changes in technical information with the quality of research and development results and implications for augmenting existing formal and informal channels of communication were discussed.


This report presented highlights of 1974 activities of more than 50 federal scientific and technical information programs in 13 major departments and independent agencies, the Smithsonian Science Information Exchange, the Government Printing Office, and the Library of Congress. Each program prepared its own description. The Office of Science Information Service, National Science Foundation, compiled the resulting descriptions and prepared a list of acronyms and abbreviations and an index.

The rationale and approach taken in designing two undergraduate management courses in the area of information utilization at the University of Texas were described. The courses were conceived as user education courses and were offered as electives in the undergraduate management major curriculum. They were designed on the premises that undergraduate management students needed to heighten their awareness of the possibilities provided by information resources and that as information users they needed to develop practical skills for coping with the realities of existing information arrangements.


By analyzing the various sources used by the researcher as functional elements of a single system, the authors explored the nature of the information and the circumstances which led to the acquisition of the information. The corporations surveyed were engaged in the creation of new technology; however, the government contracting laboratory and the small technically oriented firm were eliminated. An analysis was offered by categories of information sources, by task, by experience in discipline, by degree of seniority, by educational level, by professional activity, and by periodical readership. From these results, a predictive model was established. The final conclusion was that the individual himself provided the core for the networks of sources of information available to him.


This paper described briefly some two dozen experiments concerned directly with relevance which have appeared in the literature over the past 10 years, and summarized the experimental findings, especially as they were applicable to the practice of information handling. It was believed that these experiments represented the totality of experimental work on relevance. The experiments were basically concerned with the effects of a variety of variables on human relevance judgment. The conclusions were arranged in terms of five major classes of variables investigated: documents and document representations; queries; judgmental situations and conditions; modes for expression; and people -- the human characteristics.

This book compiled 66 journal articles representative of the information science literature published during the 1960's. Broad topics covered were basic phenomena, information systems, and evaluation of information systems. The articles demonstrated the complexity and interdisciplinary nature of information science.


A study conducted in a nonprofit research and development organization and in the technical development department of a profit corporation was designed to develop and implement interventions that would modify the information-communication behaviors of the technical professional in these organizations and measure and analyze the effects of the interventions. The four interventions studied included the hiring of a "high communication" -- an individual who tended the gates of technical information flow within an organization; the rearrangement of offices and people within a department; the resignation of a "high communicator"; and the progress of individual projects through time. Findings suggested a need for a close look at the "high communicator" concept to account for the professional's individual preferences in function and style, as well as differences encountered over time.


The results of a study of innovations in the primary dissemination of information through the technical journal or its equivalent were presented. Four trends were identified (1) pluralism in communication - growing diversity and flexibility; (2) the foregoing of some aesthetic values for greater economy; (3) increasing exploration of ways of involving the author in editorial processing and composition; and (4) a tendency by publishers to differentiate products for institutions from those for individuals. The results of the study were used to prepare a guide, *Improving the Dissemination of Scientific and Technical Information: A Practitioner's Guide to Innovation.*

The Guide’s focus was on the primary dissemination of scientific information, the technical journal or its equivalent. It dealt with the initial recorded transmission of information. The Guide’s contents were organized into sections, according to the degree of departure from conventional journal and monographic publishing. Each section was made up of a number of individual entries describing particular innovations.


An overview of the role of the National Science Foundation in the federal management of scientific and technical information (STINFO) was given, with an emphasis on understanding present activities through an historical perspective. Discussed were STINFO’s functions, authorities, accomplishments, and problems. Among the appendices were a list of acronyms for key STINFO organizations, a chronology of selected events, synopses of major reports, and science information program monetary obligations.


The study examined the role of the Federal Government, in particular, the National Science Foundation, in managing and monitoring scientific and technical information (STINFO) activities in both the public and private sectors. The study contained an overview of the conceptual and factual information essential to an understanding of this complex subject area, including a review of salient developments during the past two decades. An analysis of the role performed by the National Science Foundation in encouraging and often funding selected STINFO systems and services was presented. The study provided a retrospective look at the full range of studies, policy-level decisions, and organizational actions affecting the evolution of the STINFO community in the period 1950-1975. Congressional efforts to stimulate, support, and occasionally scrutinize these scientific and technical information services were presented.


An analysis of Public Law 94-282, the National Science and Technology Policy, Organization, and Priorities Act of 1976, was conducted to identify major scientific and technical information issues and action alternatives for the Office of Science and Technology Policy. Past reviews and studies were used as the basis of the analysis.
winter, donald c., and others. a technology assessment of advances in scientific and technical information services. pasadena, Calif.: xerox electro-optical systems, february 1977 (Prepared for national science foundation; avail. ntis PB 265-839).

This report postulated advances in scientific and technical information (sti) services in the following fields: microform publications, full-text files, machine-readable submission for publication, copyright changes, demand publishing, library automation, and high-speed high-quality facsimile. Possible secondary and higher order impacts of such advances were identified and weighed as to whether they were of concern or no concern to society. Impacts of concern to society were placed in three categories: those for whom action was required, was desirable, or was optional. Possible corrective action was identified in each case. The report also included sections showing the possible long-term impacts of technological advances and making impact chains more concrete in terms of recent public concerns. A summary of the current (1975) technology applicable to STI services was presented.
INFORMATION SYSTEMS – DESIGN AND EVALUATION


The research team developed an ideal system for the scientific and technical information enterprise in the United States. The methodology was based on successive revision of a conceptual framework for organizing the flow of information from points of origin to all possible points of application. One of the advantages of this approach was that all affected parties -- information generators and users as well as information processors -- can help shape the evolving model.


Four scenarios for the STI search system of the future, each assuming different combinations of levels of the environmental parameters -- technology utilization, information priority, and competition -- were developed and assessed in this study. The resulting scenarios portrayed futures ranging from highly advanced technology-oriented systems to systems showing little technological progress with even deterioration of current levels of services. From the assessments it was indicated that information priority was the dominating environmental parameter. Progress depended on the support of the decision-makers and funders in government and industry and on the information demands of the scientific, engineering, and academic communities. Any necessary technology was forecast to be readily available.


The behavioral and performance patterns of individuals using interactive information systems were studied to identify factors which served to improve use of such systems and develop a generalized evaluation methodology. Data collection was accomplished through automated interaction monitors (operating in a relatively unobtrusive mode to the users) within two information systems at different universities, with many data bases and a broad user community. A series of questions covered such factors as system usage, errors and error recoveries, user experience, and success and satisfaction with the system.

Data were gathered in connection with an ongoing performance study of MEDLINE, an interactive version of MEDLARS (medical literature analysis and retrieval system) of the National Library of Medicine. The MEDLINE data base consisted of about half the citations which were published in the last three to four years of Index Medicus. These citations contained bibliographic descriptions and assigned index terms from articles in the biomedical fields. In three-quarters of the search sessions, the original requestor was not present. When present, he was usually assisted by a trained search analyst. Quantitative observations of terminal usage were discussed.


This chapter presented a review of selected new literature in 1970 (81 citations) on the design and evaluation of information systems. Papers were grouped and discussed in topics, including review papers, methodology, theoretical investigations, experimental evaluation tests, development tests investigating the optimum design in a given situation, tests of operating systems, cost effectiveness, and on-line systems.


The Committee on Information Hang-Ups examined Defense Documentation Center (DDC) services to information users and looked at some aspects of the information transfer process within the Department of Defense (DoD). While minor aspects of DDS's operations were criticized, users felt that no major changes were required, although greater efforts needed to be made to educate users in what DDC offers. Serious obstacles to the information transfer process within DoD were identified. A substantial part of the difficulties found in transferring information arose because there was no coordination of the process among divisions of the Executive branch of the government.


In Part I (JASIS, March-April 1973) the author proposed a methodology for evaluating a retrieval system based on how much users were willing to pay to use the system. Part II set forth steps in testing the methodology through the analysis of underlying assumptions and through experimentation.
Two separate but related survey efforts were conducted. The first effort was aimed at determining the level of satisfaction of DoD Research and Development activities with the DSA-administered DoD Information Analysis Centers (IACs). The second survey effort attempted to identify specific, job-related scientific and technical information needs of Defense scientists and engineers which could be incorporated into the DSA-administered DoD IACS Five-Year plan as a set of long-range, technical objectives. Principal findings from this effort included (1) three of every four Defense scientists and engineers experience problems in locating, obtaining, and using scientific and technical information, (2) the most important products or services that could be produced or offered by the IACs were handbooks and databooks, and (3) DoD scientists and engineers expressed a need for scientific and technical information in over thirty-five different areas.


Developments in the design and evaluation of information systems over the period 1971-1973 were reviewed in this chapter. Major topics were theoretical developments, status of operational advances in design and evaluation, management systems, communication systems, information networks, and important trends and conclusions. The findings of the 104 publications cited were interpreted in relation to their significance in information science.


This library evaluation was based primarily on responses of some 320 members of the professional research staff and 50 members of the professional administrative staff at the Langley Research Center to a questionnaire. Evaluation first considered the library as only one part of a total system of information sources serving professionals. This was followed by an evaluation of the collection, facilities and tools, and services of the library based on responses of those who used the library more than six times a year. A major feature of the evaluation was the use of a critical incident technique in which respondents furnished details of a recent incident when they located information which proved useful in their work.
Franz, C. R. "Contingency Factors Affecting the User Involvement Role in the Design of Successful Information Systems." Ph.D. dissertation, Nebraska University (Avail. University Microfilms, 80-01065)

A field survey was conducted to test various contingency hypotheses. Different types of user involvement in designing and implementing information systems were examined along with the resultant success of the information systems to the user. User involvement was studied under various organizational and user conditions to determine the effect which these various conditions had upon user involvement as well as the subsequent user-perceived usefulness of the information system. It was concluded that user involvement was an important variable in producing successful information systems. It was emphasized that more attention should be devoted to developing other measures of user involvement and system's success.


This study examined the use of Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) products and services by members of the educational community and evaluated the extent to which the ERIC system was achieving its objective of guaranteeing ready access to the nation's current significant literature in the field of education. The introduction, summary of findings, and recommendations were contained in both volume I and the summary volume. Also contained in volume I were discussions of the characteristics of ERIC users and demonstration of the extent to which ERIC was meeting its goal of making significant but previously unavailable documents easily available to the educational community.

Discussed in volume II were the ERIC Clearinghouses' information analysis activities, ERIC's efforts to help strengthen existing communication channels, ERIC activities designed to contribute to the development of a national information network, and profiles of organizations which provided ERIC services and products. Volume III described the methodology of this study and the questionnaires used, summarized the conclusions and recommendations of ERIC study advisory panels, and provided background information. Volume IV was an appendix containing supplementary and parallel tables keyed to Chapters 4-7 of volumes I and II. The summary volume contained the introduction, summary of findings, and recommendations. The findings called attention to conditions, trends, and issues concerning use and user reactions to provide a concise, analytical basis for evaluating how well ERIC had met its goals and to identify deficiencies and weaknesses. The recommendations proposed improvements and courses of action to correct deficiencies identified by this study.

The results of a statistical analysis of professional use of the National Library of Medicine's bibliographic retrieval system, MEDLINE (Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System On-Line), at a large medical school library were presented. Results indicated that (1) demand for MEDLINE service was primarily research oriented, (2) frequency of use bore a relationship to rank and departmental affiliation, (3) broad and comprehensive searches were requested more frequently than searches for specific information, (4) usage showed an interesting curvilinear relationship with age and status of the user, and (5) grant funds and support correlated with the number of searches requested. Implications of these findings were that since clinicians' use of MEDLINE was found to be minimal, information services should be reevaluated in order to assist in meeting their information needs more effectively.


The application of modern scientific marketing research technology to the scientific and technical information (STI) industry is described through one case study. The identification of those involved in the purchase and use of STI within an organization, their roles, and purchase patterns were investigated. Special attention was focused on users knowledge of STI systems and how that knowledge was applied to purchase decisions. A total of 274 interviews with 171 firms were conducted to determine those within an organization who make STI purchase decisions. Small, medium-sized, and large firms were included in the sample. The results suggest that STI designers should consider offering a number of products to match the needs of various industrial segments.


A survey of the literature on evaluation of information systems was conducted. During the early stages of the survey, the literature was divided among descriptions of programs which compared the performance of two or more information systems, accounts of programs which studied the performance of one system, papers and reports which discussed the problems of evaluation programs, and documents which proposed new techniques for evaluation of systems. From the total literature collected, those references which were judged to be most useful were abstracted. The abstracts were designed to give a summary of the content of the corresponding paper; the author's own wording was used extensively, in order to avoid misinterpretations. All the references collected were listed, in alphabetical order of author's names, in the appendix to the main body of the publication.

To obtain user evaluations of the information analysis products (IAPs) produced by the Educational Resources Information Center Clearinghouse on Tests, Measurement, and Evaluation (ERIC/TM), questionnaires were administered to subjects randomly drawn from a 1976 list of the clearinghouse's IAP orders. Indicators of quality were document length, organization, writing, and format. Utility was judged according to the purpose for ordering the document, whether the document was passed on (if so, to whom and for what), and the document's impact on the requestor's subsequent work activities. User evaluations of ERIC/TM's products tended to be high and indicated that the publications were used as reference tools by educators to keep abreast of the literature. The questionnaire and resulting data were appended.


The character and degree of coincidence between the current and future missions, programs, and projects of the Goddard Space Flight Center and the current and future collection, services, and facilities of its library were determined from structured interviews and discussions with various classes of library personnel. In addition to the tabulation and interpretation of the data from the structured interview survey, five types of statistical analyses were performed to corroborate (or contradict) the survey results.


Most system development activities were not associated with a brand new system totally divorced from any previous system, but rather with the replacement of an older system by one that was newer, usually more expensive, and presumably more effective. The design and evaluation literature of 1968 was reviewed in the context of such a system redevelopment cycle. One hundred eighty-one references were discussed under the following topics: the system redevelopment process (planning and modeling aids, textbooks, and management); the system's demand environment; the systems's support resources; the system's operational constraints (copyright, data file security, standardization, functional overlap); cost-effectiveness analysis (measures of retrieval effectiveness, error sources in search accuracy measurement, search accuracy studies, man-system interface arrangements, hardware, and software); and conclusions.

The 1967 literature on documentation and information retrieval was reviewed and discussed (201 references). Topics covered were: information systems concepts and analytical techniques, measures and criteria for design and evaluation defined by costs, measures of system benefits, measures of system performance, test and evaluation methodology, and results of test and evaluation in search and retrieval subsystems and announcement subsystems.


This textbook addressed the evaluative and quality control aspects of library and information system design and operation. It covered the evaluative and control aspects of: classification and indexing processes and languages; document screening processes; composition, reproduction, acquisition, storage, and presentation; and user-system interfaces. The book also contained brief primers on user surveys, statistics, sampling methods, and experimental design.


Evaluation has played a particularly important role in the evolution of information systems over the past two decades. During the early and mid-1960's, a large amount of funds were expended in the United States on innovations in information retrieval systems. In the 1970's, the focus changed to operations of library systems, networks of libraries, and networks of information retrieval systems. The evaluation that had taken place over the years had influenced specific system designs and the results of past evaluation studies had affected the way in which system designs were implemented. This volume provided a single source of recent and/or classic papers for students, instructors, and practitioners who wished to use or study this facet of information science.


The scope of this bibliography was limited to literature dealing with the design, testing, and evaluation of information storage and retrieval systems. A number of papers describing the implementation of specific systems were selectively included because they contained substantial or innovative material on evaluation; however, the bibliography generally emphasized techniques applicable to a wide variety of systems. Similarly, articles dealing with specific products and services were included when they showed broad implications for evaluation. On the other hand, discussion of specific library systems were excluded as they were considered outside the scope of the bibliography.

Indexing policy and practice, vocabulary control, searching strategies, and user-system interactions were represented as factors which significantly affected the performance of all information retrieval systems. Only subject retrieval systems were actually discussed. Topics covered in 16 chapters included: subject indexing, using both traditional and concept coordination retrieval tools; search files and searching methods; current awareness; performance of retrieval systems; index languages (complete sets of terms used to describe document content); approaches to mechanized systems (statistical analysis, automatic assignment of terms and classifications, automatic searching); evaluation of operating efficiency and economic efficiency; and user interaction with systems.


This chapter reviewed selected 1969 publications on design and evaluation of information systems, particularly those papers illustrating important trends. Topics covered were: national and international information systems and networks; system design (components, fully automatic systems, and on-line interactive systems); personal information files; relevance and relevance predictability; and evaluation of complete systems, system components, published indexes, literature usage, library services, human factors, and economic efficiency. (134 references)


This study was aimed at a comprehensive analysis of the interaction between the users and the information service. The methodology chosen was that of system dynamics. The thrust was to analyze the structure of systems, and to identify possibilities for improving system performance. The developed model (given) was oriented towards the management of an information service.
A systems approach to the design of document-handling information systems required a detailed examination of the choices made in the design process and the ramifications of possible choices in terms of the capabilities, performance, cost, and other characteristics of the system. The authors advocated a systematic procedure involving six steps (1) identification of fixed parameters, (2) identification of variable parameters, (3) identification of available options for each variable parameter, (4) identification of factors affecting a choice among available options, (5) identification of factors affected by a choice among available options, and (6) logical analysis of the picture thus presented. The analysis determined the optimum sequence for decision during the design process and the nature of the decision process itself.


One hundred seventeen administrators, users of both batch process and online computer systems at a major university, responded to a questionnaire designed to discover attitudes toward the quality of the system and services, the users' evaluation of the service, and the relationship of these attitudes with voluntary use of the system. These attitude, evaluation, and use factors were considered in relation to the actual quality of the system as rated independently by the information services department staff. Data were collected on input-output quality, adequacy of training, management support, quality and kinds of reports generated, input error ratings, usefulness, accuracy, timeliness, flexibility, completeness, and pressure to reprogram the system. The data showed an association between actual quality of systems and quality as perceived by users with favorable user attitude. These favorable attitudes and evaluations were also positively associated with system usage. Further increased voluntary use may be predicted by favorable attitudes, which provided good reasons for information services to develop high quality systems and favorable user attitudes.


An evaluation of the MEDLINE service at the Calder Memorial Library of the University of Miami School of Medicine was conducted. A one-page questionnaire was sent to 350 patrons who had requested MEDLINE searches in 1973. The response validated many assertions about the user group and their reasons for using MEDLINE. Quite surprising were the degree of enthusiasm, the willingness to pay out of personal funds, the apparent lack of knowledge about MEDLINE, and the number of critical comments. The experience gained by this assessment has suggested improvements in some aspects of service, as well as more subject-specific evaluations at intervals on the future.

In choosing the bibliography entries, the focus was on general issues in the methodology of program evaluation. Writings concerned with describing methodological resources, their limitations, and the modifications demanded by practical applications were given most serious attention. References were arranged under the following headings: issues in conceptualization, issues in measurement, issues in design, and issues of interpretation.


MEDLINE (MEDLARS-on-line) is an on-line, interactive bibliographic searching system developed by the National Library of Medicine. The system provides users with lists of bibliographical citations and other information from a file of over 1,250 bio-medical journals. A survey testing user reactions was conducted at the University of Virginia Medical Library. The results of the survey were based on replies by 246 users who requested one or more MEDLINE searches between September 1972 and March 1973. The findings indicated that more than 93% believed the MEDLINE was a substantial improvement over the traditional methods of searching through the printed indexes. These respondents also stated that the results of MEDLINE searches had assisted them in their clinical or research work, or both. Asked whether they would continue to use MEDLINE after the imposition of user charges on July 1, 1973, about 75% said that they would. Since the remaining 25% expressed some reservations and doubts, a decline in the use of MEDLINE was projected once user charges were imposed.


The results of Phase I - Knowledge and Attitudes Survey, LaRC Research Personnel were contained in this report. Phase I was conducted as part of the Langley STI Review and Evaluation Project. The purpose of Phase I was to assess the effectiveness of the Langley STI program based on feedback obtained from Langley engineers and scientists. Phase I utilized survey research. The survey procedure was conducted in two stages. Stage one involved personal interviews with 64 randomly selected Langley engineers and scientists. The interviews were used to obtain information for questionnaire development. Stage two involved the collection of data through the construction and administration of a questionnaire. The questionnaire, which was based on information gathered in stage 1, covered various aspects of the Langley STI program, utilized both open- and closed-ended questions and was pretested for finalization. The questions were organized around the six objectives for Phase I. From the 647 completed questionnaires, a random sample of 300 were analyzed. From the analysis of the data, recommendations were made for improving the Langley STI program.

The results of Phase IV - Knowledge and Attitudes Survey, Academic and Industrial Personnel were contained in this report. Phase IV was conducted as part of the Langley STI Review and Evaluation Project. The purpose of Phase IV was to assess the effectiveness of the NASA and Langley STI program based on feedback obtained from engineers and scientists from the academic and industrial community. Phase IV utilized survey research. The survey procedure was conducted in two stages. Stage one involved personal telephone interviews with randomly selected scientists and engineers within the United States (Alaska and Hawaii excluded). Stage two involved the collection of data through the administration of a questionnaire. The questionnaire covered various aspects of the NASA and Langley Research Center STI programs and utilized both open- and closed-ended questions. The questions were organized around seven objectives for Phase IV. From the 492 mailed questionnaires, 381 valid returns were analyzed. From the analysis of the data, recommendations were made for improving the NASA and Langley STI program.


NASA interviewed users of its scientific and technical information system in order to assess the usefulness of the present system and to find ways to make it more effective. Emphasis was on announcement and current awareness services, the publication program, and the interactive retrieval system.


A system evaluation study of the NASA scientific and technical information system was described. The thrust of this examination was to evaluate the usefulness of the present information system to those it was intended to serve (engineers and scientists working in their professional roles) and to identify areas and ways in which the system could be made more responsive to user needs. Techniques used covered the range from personal, in-depth interviews to widely distributed questionnaires. The findings were positive. Many refinements made to on-going programs and projects and new endeavors begun in direct response to stated user needs were discussed. In the main, these needs were not unreasonable and thus could be responded to with cost effective system modifications.

This chapter summarized and discussed the state of the art in testing and evaluation in 1967. The few substantive research projects involving testing and evaluation were outlined in some detail. Although a distinction was made in this review between laboratory-based experimentation and tests of operational systems, the methodology used in each instance was substantially the same. A number of research projects in areas cognate to testing and evaluation were described, and some general conclusions were provided with respect to past and future activity. (52 references)


A study to develop a more efficient system for the dissemination of scientific and technical information which could be adapted to other users with similar information needs on a national and international basis was conducted in the Department of Agricultural Communications, Texas A & M University. Publications of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station (TAES) were used. Two phases were developed for the dissemination system: (1) an abstract notification system for notifying the TAES distribution list that a publication was available and (2) a brief publications format more comprehensive than an abstract but less comprehensive than the full text of the publication.


This publication presented a comprehensive but non-technical discussion of the issues surrounding program evaluation and the experimental method. Methods for effectively employing program evaluation were suggested to administrators, educators, graduate students, novice researchers, and program and project directors. Discussions included (1) the reasons for applying the experimental method to program evaluation, (2) the basic elements of the experimental method, (3) refinements and variants of the experimental method with examples from program evaluation in the social sciences, (4) ways in which funding directives can be adapted to the experimental method, and (5) potential problems connected with the experimental approach.

The varied characteristics and purposes ascribed to information systems were identified, including the requirement to support the decision process at one or more levels of activity. The value of information and its impact on organizational objectives were discussed. A proposed information-decision model stressed the recurring, dynamic demands for system output. Measures of effectiveness were derived from functional objectives in both qualitative and quantitative terms. Economic and behavioral influences on these performance indicators were considered.


This monograph proposed a comprehensive, systematic approach to the planning of evaluation studies for information systems. It suggested a careful analysis of the reasons for such a study; the nature of the system; and the functional, user-oriented requirements which were to be supported. The issues related to assessment of information processing activities and to definition of measures of effectiveness were discussed. Emphasis was placed upon identifying tangible benefits wherever possible. Organization of evaluation studies was covered and an illustrative example was provided.


One purpose of this handbook was to provide a reference which evaluators could consult as they developed their studies. The second purpose was to serve as a textbook for courses in evaluation at the graduate level. Volume I, divided into eight parts, focused on some aspect of the evaluation process. Papers were compiled under the following headings: preface, policy and strategy in evaluation research, conceptualization in design of evaluation studies, development and evaluation of measures, data collection through social ecology, data analytic methods, and communication of evaluation results. Volume II focused on evaluations in context. Several content areas, their special problems, and the evaluation methodologies applicable to them were presented and discussed. Papers were presented under the headings: preface, politics and values in evaluation research, cost-benefit approach to evaluation, evaluation of mental health programs, and selected content areas in evaluation research.

The literature selected for this chapter consisted of 1973 and 1974 publications, which were reviewed and discussed under the following sections: design of information systems, methodological approaches to evaluation, evaluations of information systems, performance measures, and evaluation methodologies of information science. The design section was subdivided to reflect both outcomes of design activities and appraisal components of the design process. The second section provided descriptions of seven major evaluation methodologies that have been explored and developed by non-information-science groups. Evaluations within information science were treated primarily from a methodological viewpoint. (276 references)


This paper considered conceptual and methodological components of information science evaluation studies. The paper discussed the judgmental process of evaluation and the scientific nature of evaluation study in the context of purpose statements; criteria; the selection of variables and data collection and analysis techniques; and requirements of validity, reproducibility and reliability. Industrial value analysis/engineering methodology was described and related to assessments of information products and services. The state-of-the-art of evaluation study in information science was analyzed with respect to (1) the scope of evaluation studies, (2) the use of laboratory type environments, (3) the use of surrogate judges, (4) selection of variables, (5) frequency of study, and (6) comparability of study results. Evaluation study was seen as essential to the management of information centers and systems and as having appreciable growth potential.


The objective of this report was to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the scientific and technical information services serving the needs of the state and local public sector decisionmakers, with a view to enhancing service capabilities and improving state and local officials' understanding of what is available and how it serves them. The topics addressed were (1) how scientific and technical information requirements in the public sector differ from the needs of commercial and corporate users, (2) whether cost considerations affect public sector information users differently from private sector users, and (3) how information users and suppliers evaluate all of the separate factors in formulating their plans.
An evaluation of the total literature on use studies was attempted. The evaluation accepted the conclusions drawn by other surveys of use studies which appeared before the International Conference on Scientific Information in November 1958 and brought those conclusions up to date by abstracting and evaluating the studies prepared for the conference. An attempt was made to analyze the reasons for the generally accepted failure of use studies by establishing a distinction between consumer services and professional services. It was concluded that the organization and dissemination of scientific information was a professional activity, the value of which could not be measured by consumer responses, and that such responses could not supply direction for the design of more effective scientific information and reference systems.


This book dealt with the application of research methods to the evaluation of social programs, such as programs in education, social work, health, mental health, and technical assistance. The basic theme of the book was that evaluation used the methods and tools of social research but applied them in an action context that was intrinsically inhospitable to them. A principal purpose was to alert readers to prevalent issues and problems and offer guidance for adapting textbook methods to real world evaluation settings.


It was proposed that amount of usage was not the proper criterion for evaluating formal systems because only a small number of people in a field are actively involved in original work. Progress in many fields consisted of relatively small incremental advances within established lines of work. While interaction with formal systems constituted only a small part of users' total activities in acquiring information, a strong need to understand the users' problems was predicted.
INFORMATION - USE AND NEED


This publication consisted of eight papers presented in an AGARD lecture series. The primary purpose of this series was to bring to the attention of users (technologists and scientists), the present capabilities of information systems, services, and media retrieval techniques. The series covered the basic background on what information can do for scientists and technologists, the needs of the technical community, sources of technical information, information channels and formal services for obtaining information, and selective dissemination techniques. The concept, mission, and operation of scientific and technical information analysis centers were also presented, and their relationship to conventional information centers was described.


A summary of a panel discussion on the fifteen papers presented during the Technical Information Panel Specialists' Meeting was given. The papers were concerned with investigating the user/service interface and defining users' problems particularly for aerospace, scientific, and technical information. User population and their needs were examined with the view toward helping system designers and managers provide services to meet these requirements.


The literature appearing during 1968 on information needs and uses was reviewed in the conceptual framework of the scientist as an information processor and communicator within a work team, professional society, invisible college, and other organizations. Both formal structure and informal organization were important factors in communication patterns and information flow.

Data from a large number of recent research studies were brought to bear on the problem of providing for the technical information needs of research and development projects. The importance of proper support by the technical staff was shown, and it was argued that the best way to couple the project team to information sources outside the organization was by an indirect route through key personnel among the laboratory's technical staff. Informal relations and physical location were shown to be important determinants of the structure of organizational communication networks. The effect of physical location on communications was especially strong and required serious consideration when designing research facilities. The formation of project teams and intergroup transfers and loans were presented as opportunities for the development of informal relations.


A study was conducted by a research group working at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to explore the information needs of scientists and engineers, the means for meeting these needs, and interrelationships between different means and the efficiency of research work. Among the information channels investigated were literary sources, contractors, buyers, in-house studies, and laboratory staff. The utilization of these channels by specialists and the efficiency of information received through them were also studied. A major conclusion was that internal information channels were more efficient than the external ones and that the majority of engineers made much less use of literary sources than might have been expected. On the other hand, every laboratory had on its staff a number of specialists who were particularly active users of external channels, kept abreast of periodicals in the field, and regularly read special literature. They served as information sources for their colleagues, who, as ascertained, often turned to them for consultation on various technical problems. The important role such specialists had to play in research was emphasized.


This selective review covered user studies done from the standpoints of both the library and the user. Catalogs, reference services, circulation, browsing, and library facilities were included, as were information-gathering habits of scientists and the general public. Studies of whole information systems and the methodology and philosophy of user studies were discussed. The coverage of 181 listed papers was restricted to those in the English language through 1968, with a number of 1969 papers included.

Two information-use surveys (one conducted by the National Lending Library for Science and Technology, and one conducted on behalf of the Advisory Committee on Scientific Policy) were compared with each other and with earlier surveys in regard to sampling, design and format of the survey, analysis and reporting of data, and selected results. This examination showed that, while the results were not contradictory, differences in principle and method made it impossible to demonstrate close agreement. It was concluded that direct comparison of results from different surveys was difficult, and the superficial comparisons could be misleading.


A one-day conference on user needs and information supply was held at the University of Stirling (Scotland) on November 10, 1972. Brief summaries were given on the following papers: "Secondary Information Services and the User" by T. M. Aitchison; "User Needs in the Product Data Field" by W. Tyson; "Assessing User Needs in an Information Context" by J. L. Schofield; and "Some Economic Aspects of Information Supply" by J. N. Wolfe.


The results of an analysis of user behavior on an interactive system were presented. Empirical data on user behavior were presented concerning: (1) the duration and frequency of user terminal sessions, (2) the use of language processors, (3) user response time, and (4) command usage. The results were discussed in terms of the behavioral literature relevant to the design of interactive systems. Suggestions were made with respect to those areas which could be investigated by behavioral scientists.


An extensive investigation of the literature and studies related to information requirements in the social sciences was conducted. The author concluded that user studies in the social sciences had: (1) only recently begun to appear, (2) drawn heavily on user studies in the sciences on methodological issues, and (3) been conducted without strong theoretical or conceptual frameworks.
Recall and precision were established as the measures for determining the performance of a system. To determine the value or usefulness of a system to the actual users or to discover how to attract new users, the form of the evaluation must be user-oriented rather than management-oriented. Providing the basic operational characteristics of the system were known, three dimensions for evaluating the performance of a system in regard to user satisfaction were established: the quantitative measure of "search length," the qualitative measure of "satisfaction," and the number of relevant citations consulted. Use of these dimensions would provide basic data for an analysis permitting either an increase in user satisfaction or a decrease in operating costs.


This chapter reviewed 109 publications, mostly issued in 1969 and 1970, concerned with information needs of users. The first section examined literature on user needs in the basic sciences. Subtopics included the social organization of the research area, intellectual development of research areas, connections between research areas, diffusion of information from the research area to the formal communication system, information seeking, the scientists and the formal communication system, and innovations in formal communications systems: current controversies. Section two dealt with publications on information needs and uses in technology, and section three was concerned with literature on international aspects of information needs and uses.


This paper reviewed 95 publications on information needs and use studies, issued during the period 1975 through 1977, which had been identified from "Information Science Abstracts," "Library Literature," and informal sources. It addressed developments in four major areas: the concepts of information needs and uses, methodology of use studies, uses of information, and review of use studies published during 1975-1977. The use studies were categorized and discussed by area of focus: physical science and technology, biological/health sciences, social sciences, human information needs, mass media, use of specific techniques, and conceptual or review papers.

Two user studies were carried out in Norway. In the first one, 1,400 engineers were asked to list those information sources that they had used lately and which had proved to be of practical value in their daily work. The follow-up was a detailed study of the information gathering habits of a limited number of users. It was found in both studies that the traditional information channels were of little practical value to the user. Two attempts to remedy these findings were described.


After a conceptual framework in which information, information needs, and communication were defined and discussed, this paper reviewed the literature on studies of information needs in the areas of the sciences, the social sciences, the professions, and the general public. The emphasis of past studies was found to cluster in four groups (1) the behavior of the user; (2) the nature, amount and source of information being sought; (3) the quality of the information; and (4) the timeliness of the information. Given the findings of past needs studies, 12 guidelines for the design of user-oriented information systems were presented.


The goal of the project was to develop a methodology for providing data to enable the producers and distributors of STI products and services to target their product design, distribution, and promotion efforts more effectively. The project was developmental, with a focus on knowledge about user characteristics in general. The methodology was based on the market research technique called market segmentation. Questionnaires were completed through personal interviews with a scientifically designed, nationwide sample of 402 chemists and electrical engineers. The respondents ranked nine types of information needs. The data analysis provided a description of six market segments in each discipline which had characteristics in common. The study validated the application of market segmentation to STI markets for improving user access to information.
To help identify what user and use problems should be given highest research priority in the near future, the NSF arranged for a workshop in Denver in November 1973 at which 21 industrial, governmental, and academic representatives generated and set priorities on 50 critical research issues. Participants also completed two post-workshop evaluations of the original set of scientific and technical information user/use issues. Results of the workshop and the followup activity were presented in this report.


The concept of the information user was examined, and data were discussed relative to "intraindividual variations" (changes which occur within individual scientists as their scientific work progresses) and "interindividual variations" (physical vs social scientists, basic vs applied scientists, experienced vs inexperienced scientists, and scientists working in the same subject-matter area vs scientists who recently changed their areas). All of these were found to produce significant variation in the information needs of scientists and in the sources they used to satisfy these needs. Some implications of these findings relative to information technology were discussed.


The information gathering and use habits of a sample of scientists and engineers who, by job function and performance, were found to be innovators were explored. The data were collected for the study using a structured interview format with a number of open-ended questions. The survey was administered in person by a member of the project staff. Formal channels of communication, particularly the STI subset, were not extensively employed by the innovators.


Availability and utilization of scientific and technical information was assessed by professionals from public and private organizations, public interest groups, and the press. Problems contributing to inadequate service to users were discussed.

A study was made of the nation's defense industry to determine its information needs and the flow of scientific and technical information (flow process) necessary to satisfy these needs. Volume I of the three volume final report was an overview of the other two volumes and included a nontechnical summary, guidelines for management decisions, and recommendations for the future. Volume II described the technical approach, findings, and recommendations of the study. The third volume presented the reduced data collected from 1500 individuals in 83 organizations within the defense industry. Analysis of the data included frequency distributions, stepwise regression relationships, and comparison of phase I (an earlier part of the study carried on within the defense industry) and phase II distributions.


An assessment of the requirements of users and suppliers of these resources and the current STI enterprise capabilities was made. Various implementation considerations were compiled and synthesized, and a conceptual framework for the continuing pursuit of an STI resource inventory was formulated. The primary function of such an STI resource inventory was to act as an interface between the users and suppliers of STI in the information industry.


The value systems by which the users of purchased information services select which one to use or buy were found to differ sharply between different user populations. Selection variables were summarized in a matrix of user values and interaction effects. The research function user preferred original documents and tended to choose subjectively. The operating manager more often stopped with abstracts and emphasized quantifiable factors. The planning manager wanted a digest of ideas, not references, and tended to judge a service first by its reliability. These three functions attached entirely different connotations to the same words for key parameters. Apparent conflicts could be resolved by dimensional analysis of differences in values perceived as illustrated by case histories, interviews, and questionnaire results.

Identifiable groups of users of scientific and technical information services were found to differ sharply in the value systems they applied in deciding what service to buy or use. A guide to user-identification developed for NSF/DSI took the form of a dimensional analysis of characteristic selection factors and a matrix of their interaction effects. When selection factors were grouped into three dimensions (quantifiable, qualitative, and judgmental), differences were observed in the relative importance attached to these by different user populations. Value systems varied with the specific use, and use appeared to be a more significant factor than the user as an individual.


For designing information storage and retrieval systems, this study advocated compromise to achieve broad user acceptance, maximum economy, and minimum bias. User requirements were said to be important not only in determining what should be included in a system, but also what is not needed, and what is needed but available from other sources in a satisfactory manner. Analytical techniques for measuring relevance to user needs and sources of bias were discussed.


This review primarily covered publications appearing in 1966. The publications were discussed in categories based on methodology employed. Sections included the present state and problems of user studies, diaries and user-administered records, interviews observations, questionnaires, indirect studies, combined technique studies, and implications and conclusions.
Harmon, Glynn. "Information Need Transformation During Inquiry: A Reinterpre-
tation of User Relevance." The Information Conscious Society. Proceedings
of the 33rd Annual Meeting of the American Society for Information Science.
Edited by Jeanne B. North. Washington, D.C.: American Society for Infor-

Findings of two key relevance investigations, the Cuadra-Katter and Rees-
Schultz experiments, were reinterpreted against a user information need model.
Nonexpert users, like initiators of research, generally possessed few if any ade-
quate cognitive organizers. They must mentally acquire and permute information
elements until a personally satisfactory conceptual organization emerges. Expert
users at the outset of inquiry, or researchers in the post-hypothesis stages of
inquiry, generally possessed adequate cognitive organizers. As the user elabo-
rated his cognitive map, information gaps and alternative arrays became increas-
ingly apparent. He was then better able to designate various information ele-
ments as either essential, redundant, or irrelevant to his cognitive mapping.
The system user thus needed alternative access to both organizing form and
content.

Kidd, J. S., and others. "Information Seeking Behavior of Scientists as a Guide
to Information Product Design." Current Research on Scientific and Techni-

Specific instances of user need assessment and information product develop-
ment were described. The work reported was one component of a multiphase pro-
ject. The particular user set studied in this phase was comprised of scientists
engaged in cross-disciplinary projects, mainly environmental studies. An inform-
ation product consisting primarily of extracted and reformatted journal mater-
ials in the topic area of the effect of herbicides on aquatic plants was employed
to illustrate the outcomes.

King, Donald W., and Palmour, Vernon E. "User Behavior." Changing Patterns in
Information Retrieval, Tenth Annual National Information Retrieval Collo-
Information Science, 1974, 7-33.

The paper discussed a conceptual framework for user behavior, the knowledge
gained concerning the user interface with the system, and what more needed to be
discovered about system users and their behavior. Since this Colloquium was
traditionally focused on formal scientific and technical information systems,
the paper was limited to this area. Discussed but purposely not stressed, were
informal communications within organizations and invisible colleges, although
the importance of the informal mechanisms for transmitting information was not
underestimated.
Trends and approaches of user studies in the information sciences were reviewed, leading to strategies for future work. The study analyzed and evaluated information needs, examined their practicability and utility within the framework of planning national information systems (i.e., planning the national documentation, library and archive infrastructures) and proposed a direction for future user and use research. It was organized in six parts: introduction, theoretical concepts of information needs and behavior, conventional empirical methods of user research, newer approaches and methods for analyzing and evaluating information needs, conclusions, and prospects. A list of 124 references completed the work.


Information of user characteristics has been of crucial importance in the design of information systems. Unfortunately, many scientists and engineers have not used information even when it was readily available to them. Characteristic communication behavior was established for two basic types of users: the successful research scientist and the average industrial technologist. Communication activities did not represent an isolated behavior pattern. They were deeply tied to social, professional, and institutional relationships. There were limits on the extent to which these behavior patterns could be modified to increase the use of information.


Measurement of technical information needs of users was discussed, and the various types of user surveys, which could be categorized as library-oriented and user-oriented, were described. Methodologies of the surveys were discussed and evaluated as to effectiveness. General conclusions which could be drawn from user studies were: libraries and information centers, as well as librarians, were not ranked highly as information sources; librarians may be responsible for this problem in their failure to educate their patrons and themselves; information sources were generally chosen based on ease of use; personal collections were preferred to even the finest central information facility; and informal channels of communication, such as personal contacts, were frequently more highly valued than formal channels. The applicability of user studies to Army and other government information centers was discussed.

A methodology for conducting a study of the needs of a technological information user was presented. The methodology could be used, with little or no modification, by an organization of moderate size where the majority of the technical staff members were situated at one main location. This technique utilized an informal interview approach which could be employed by a single interviewer. The technique was employed at the Auerbach Corporation in the first half of 1968 and was found to be successful.


This publication was a summary of the 1971 literature on (1) attitudinal and behavioral patterns of information needs, exchange, and uses among scientists and technologists, and (2) organizational and institutional efforts to manage and improve the information system. Topics discussed were: factors generating differential information needs; types of information needs; patterns of information exchange; information uses of scientists, technologists, and laymen; and innovations in scientific and technical information systems. (96 references)


This annual review covering selected 1969 literature contained three major sections: surveys and measurements, methodology, and theory. The surveys and measurements section contained reviews of publications that reported actual data on information uses and needs. The methodology section covered publications that reported on new techniques for observing or detecting information uses and needs. The third theory section discussed articles on definition, explanation, prediction, and theory. (114 references)


The author reviewed selected publications issued during 1973 and part of 1972 dealing with information needs and uses. Major categories of references discussed were systems-oriented studies, component-oriented studies, and background research. (32 references)

For this first volume of the annual Review, coverage included studies published as early as December 1963. The reader was given a rounded picture of a period during which research progressed along the following lines: (1) substantial advances in the more systematic and fruitful application of the (critical incidents) technique, (2) the introduction of at least two very promising approaches (solution development records and comparison of research teams working on identical tasks), and (3) an increase in the number of efforts at comprehensive study of the information-flow situation in given disciplines. Selected papers published during this period were grouped and reviewed under the following classifications: preference, demand, and experimental studies; use studies (e.g., channel studies and critical incident studies); dissemination studies; and comprehensive study programs.


In this review of 1967 literature, the author examined studies of information-gathering and information-disseminating behavior of scientists and technologists. The publications were reviewed in the conceptual framework of the scientist within a series of systems: his own head, his work team, a formal organization, an invisible college, his reference group, a membership group, a formal information system, a political system, and his culture. (68 references)


Substantial comments by Ranganathan on a paper, "User's Survey Concerning Teachers and Research Scholars in the Department of Chemistry, University of Delhi," by Krishan Kumar (ISA 70-3030) were presented. Direct quotes from Kumar's paper were followed by Ranganathan's comments. The author offered several suggestions for the improvement of survey reports, including unity of idea, sequence, verbal plane, section heading, notational plane, index and cross reference, and technical terminology.
Library resources may be regarded as products and services. Library users in industry exchange time and either direct or allocated funds when using library resources. That is, a library visit involves a transaction. Whenever a transaction occurs, consumer behavioral theory may be invoked. Consumer behavioral theory and related information science literature formed the basis for selecting variables for a field study of industrial scientific and technical library users. One of the purposes of the study was to investigate and relate information need/use parameters to other parameters in order to describe and explain the behavior of industry scientific and technical library users.


A two year project was designed to identify critical field experiments involving behavior of users of scientific and technical information (STI). Tasks of the project included: literature analysis, selective surveys of target audiences; development of a propositional inventory and an overall framework; and delineation of researchable questions and specific experimental designs. The output included field experimental designs on these subjects: the effects of accessibility, ease of use, and quality on preference for and use of STI systems and services (SS); the roles of key communicators; group cohesiveness as a factor in adoption of new STI/SS; marketing strategies for STI in LDCs; the role of face-to-face communication; nonstandard search strategies; and the integrated nature of Technology Exchange Transactions.


Research was done on the behavior and preferences of researchers with respect to technical literature, computer-based information systems, and other scientific and technical information (STI) systems and services. The objectives on this project were: (1) to review the state-of-the-art in various aspects of the field and to develop researchable questions, and (2) to design key experiments to be carried out in a large number of organizations and administrative experiments to be carried out by individual managers of research and development (R&D) or STI to solve specific STI problems. Other major sections of the report included a literature analysis, a survey of STI users, a survey of on-going and proposed experiments by STI users, the development of a propositional inventory, and the exploration of the feasibility of a framework for analysis of the STI process. A list of working papers on the same project were presented.
The value of an information user needs survey in determining appropriate service levels was established: concrete information, instead of the expectations of the management, would be made available. In addition, NIOSH program objectives were in the context of the staff's perceived need for and satisfaction with the information services and resources available.

Schuchman, Hedvah L. *Information Transfer in Engineering*. Glastonbury, Conn.: The Futures Group 1980 (Prepared for the National Science Foundation; Avail. The Futures Group, 76 Eastern Blvd., Glastonbury, Ct. 06033).

The effects of changes in scientific and technical information transfer on the engineering profession were examined. The objectives of the study were to: identify the information used by technologists of various disciplines and specialties, identify the major modes of communication and patterns of use, describe changes which might be anticipated in information use patterns and communication modes as a result of changes in information storage and dissemination methods, and identify policy implications resulting from these evolutionary changes.

By means of a large scale survey, a broad spectrum of engineers were asked to provide information on their use of scientific and technical information. Data collected were analyzed to provide information profile and use patterns of engineers and to project changes in the profile and use pattern resulting from advances in information processing technologies.


An attempt to compare the information seeking behavior of scientists and social scientists was made. A general profile of the scientist as an information user was drawn, based on thirteen science user studies which contained data for areas covered by the INFROSS (Investigation Into Information Requirements of the Social Sciences) survey. A profile for the social scientist as information user was drawn, based on the results of a national survey of a wide range of social scientists in different disciplines and environments. It was concluded that scientists and social scientists did not differ to any large extent in their information seeking behavior. However, the extent of use of different methods and the degrees of problems encountered were varied and accounted for differences in the information seeking behavior of scientists and social scientists.

The investigation into Information Requirements of the Social Sciences (INFROSS) was conducted for the Office of Scientific and Technical Information from 1968 to 1970. The study was on a national scale and sought to obtain data on information requirements of social scientists in various environments. This report attempted to draw from previous science user studies possible general conclusions that could be compared with the results of INFROSS. The investigators concluded that because there were many problems connected with comparing studies, only broad trends could be discerned. It was concluded that information requirements varied according to job function and scientific discipline, that user studies had been poorly designed and could not be correlated, and that better studies were needed. A review and comparison of the findings of previous science user studies and a description of problems encountered in comparing studies were included.


A small information system was described from three points of view: as a bibliographic support service to the sponsoring agency, as a published index for general dissemination, and as part of a large information system. It was shown how the principal users (research scientists of the sponsoring agency) were built into the system and how the feedback received from them improved the system, especially in the areas of document selection, indexing, and bibliographic format. It was proposed that large information systems could be conceived in the form of interlocking cells, each of which incorporated a representative user group as part of its regular activity.


The effectiveness of technical communications in industry was found to depend more on the system used than on the attitude of those using the system. Whirlpool Corporation approached the development of a technical information transfer system in terms of user preferences and attitudes and found that the process of development produced the key benefit.

The paper considered a wide range of investigations into the information gathering habits of scientists, engineers, social scientists, and others and reported information on which managers could base policies regarding library and information services at all levels. Although an increasing number of studies were carried out in Eastern Europe and in the USSR, no major work was reported. Consequently, the review considered mainly British and American Investigations.


Reports on meeting the needs of the information sciences user in the most direct and specific way were cited, including methods used to determine those needs and measures taken to fulfill them in educational resources, data bases, data management, library networks, photographic recording systems, technical information centers, and consulting services. This updated bibliography contained 213 abstracts, 50 of which were new entries to the previous edition.
INFORMATION – ECONOMICS


Evaluation and design of information systems cannot be performed without some unifying concept of economic costs. In order to set forth a general framework for economic costs, this paper was included in the key papers. The examples presented in the paper were not related to information science, although they were easily transferable. The paper presented a very clear, understandable and non-mathematical explanation of a broad range of issues concerning economic costs. These issues included such important concepts as cost versus benefits; how to identify, measure and evaluate costs; how to handle past and future costs; minimizing costs versus maximizing benefits; the distinction between dollar expenditures and total cost; discount theory; macro-cost analysis versus micro-cost analysis and so on. The paper was highly useful to the novice as well as to persons engaged in cost analysis.


A methodology which would improve user access to scientific and technical information (STI) by enabling producers and distributors of STI to better target their product design, distribution, and promotion efforts was described. An analysis of the data gathered through a pilot survey of 402 electrical engineers and chemists identified six segments in each discipline whose members had similar STI needs and other common characteristics including demographics, sources used to satisfy STI needs, and perceptions of current STI sources.


This study used the market research technique of market segmentation and cluster analysis to identify segments of the user market with similar STI needs and to describe these groups in terms of their common STI use characteristics, their personal characteristics, and their access requirements, thus allowing the development of strategies more responsive to those needs. A questionnaire was administered to 200 electrical engineers and 200 chemists in person interviews. Each respondent was asked to rank types of scientific and technical information in order to need. These rankings were submitted to a computerized statistical analysis. Six segments were identified within each discipline included in the sample.

A mathematical model for use in studying how to minimize the cost of operating a mechanized retrieval system was developed. Through the use of cost analysis, the model provided a method for comparative evaluation of information retrieval systems.


Two specific approaches to evaluation of information retrieval systems were explored. The first is a mathematical model for use in studying how to minimize the cost of operating a mechanized retrieval system. This model divided the costs of a retrieval system into two components: system costs and user costs. With this approach it was possible to determine the allocation of user and system time that minimized the total cost of operating the system. The second approach to the evaluation of literature searching systems was the development of a simulation model as a preliminary step toward the creation of a tool for system design and evaluation. The simulation program created a well specified collection of documents and analyzed the effect of changes in query file characteristics on system performance.


In its three major parts: Economic Cost of Information, Pricing of Information, and Value of Information, this volume provided a comprehensive look at an issue of timely importance to library and information science professionals. Both theoretical and applied viewpoints were represented, from a general discussion of values and benefits to the very basic and controversial question of whether a public library should charge for providing information.


A distinction was made between cost-effectiveness analysis and cost-benefits analysis as applied to information systems; and the relationship between costs, performance, and benefits was discussed. Some factors influencing the cost-effectiveness of retrieval and dissemination systems was identified. Various aspects of system operation that were susceptible to cost-effectiveness analysis were discussed, including system coverage, indexing policies and procedures, system vocabulary, searching procedures, and mode of interaction between system and user. Possible tradeoffs between input and output costs, and the effects of these tradeoffs on cost-effectiveness were presented.

The objective of this case study of a pharmaceutical firm was survey the balance between the users' well-defined needs for information, especially with regard to current awareness, and the allocation of resources. The study was carried out through inquiries, interviews, quantitative measurements of the handling of information, and qualitative appraisals of sources and selected material. The results were evaluated with regard to organizational aspects and from the point of view of technical communication. Great attention was paid to cost-benefit analyses and to methods for continuously checking the effectiveness and the profitability of the Information and Documentation Unit. Such operations, in combination with interviews, have turned out to provide a good basis for budgeting and strategic planning.


Since the date of original publication, nearly 500 items were located which pertained to the economics of information. The 160 deemed most significant were selected for inclusion in the supplementary listing. As in the first edition, citations were included from both the information literature and the economics literature. Perhaps the most significant trend noted this year was the substantially greater awareness by the information profession of the significance of economic factors to information management.


This report explored the bodies of literature pertinent to the economics of information, a topic of growing interest to the information community and to economists. As used here, economics of information referred to the concepts and tools of economics as they applied to information activities. The report consisted of (1) a short section of the economists' framework for analysis, (2) a table that divided the pertinent literature into 14 categories, briefly defined each category, and explained why it was important to information activities; (3) a brief commentary on the state of this literature; and (4) a selected bibliography of more than 300 items. An exhaustive list of all items was not done in this initial effort, but most recent literature, especially monographs, technical reports, and literature surveys, were covered to the extent that a reader could obtain a good introduction to this literature. In addition, 25 items were identified as giving particularly informative overviews. These items represented the full range of material from theoretical studies to applied analyses, plus several surveys.
Appearing in Frontiers of Librarianship, XVI, Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University School of Library Science, 1973 (Avail. Syracuse University School of Library Science).

A symposium was held to explore the problems of cost and benefits of information and its dissemination. Topics covered in the symposium included: (1) the development of a concept of information in the marketplace as an economic commodity; (2) the role of information in the decision-making processes; and (3) viable models for management decision-making in support of planning cost-benefit considerations, long-term budgeting; and (4) the design, development, and marketing of information products.


A review of expert opinion and recent literature on the critical issues and open questions relating to the economics of the scientific and technical information industry was presented. The authors concluded that: (1) there was hardly an area that did not call for more and better research, not nearly so much for quantity as for a more coherent and meaningful pattern, (2) a broad effort was needed to collect available data and to develop standardized collection methodologies which could meet critical scrutiny as well as provide the necessary comparative and additive information, and (3) increased research and policy study of the roles and processes of information diffusion into the private sector was also needed.


As budgets tightened in the late 1960's and early 1970's, many policymakers and administrators began to ask whether users of information products and services should be charged for their use. Several studies were conducted at that time to look into methods for charging. The article presented a good summary of the methods that could be used in pricing information products and services. Typically, price strategies of these products and services involved (1) service provided at no charge, (2) average cost pricing, (3) price discrimination, or (4) marginal cost pricing. This article discussed the strengths and weaknesses of each of these pricing strategies. Furthermore, an example was presented which served as a prototype for pricing selective dissemination of information (SDI) products and services.
APPENDIX
A PROJECT PLAN FOR THE REVIEW AND EVALUATION OF THE
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER'S SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important results of exploration and research and development is information. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration's scientific and technical information system is one of the largest and best known federal STI programs in the country. The mission of the NASA STI is two fold: (1) to acquire worldwide research in aeronautics, space, and related disciplines to keep NASA personnel abreast of current activities and developments; and (2) to contribute to the expansion of STI through timely dissemination of NASA-generated and -sponsored research, development, testing, and technical evaluations. The Langley STI program is an integral part of the Agency's STI program and is responsible for implementing Agency and Center policies concerning the management of STI. Expeditious publication of the Center's research is Langley's contribution to the Agency's goal of timely dissemination of NASA research.

BACKGROUND

The Langley Research Center (LaRC) is one of the leading national laboratories for research and development in the sciences of aeronautics and space technology. Founded in 1917, Langley was the nucleus of the former National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA). For more than 60 years, Langley engineers, scientists, and technicians have been conducting basic and applied research in fluid and flight mechanics, flight systems, structures and materials, acoustics and noise reduction, measurements and instrumentation systems, data systems, and space and earth sciences. The results of this research are disseminated through NASA scientific and technical publications as well as non-NASA media such as technical or professional society journals and similar periodicals; domestic and foreign presentations of papers, talks, and lectures; and in the proceedings of conferences and symposia. For calendar year 1979, the output of the Center's 1,330 Aerospace Technologists (AST's) totaled 1,061 items which included 186 NASA formal technical publications; 116 Quick-Release Technical Memorandums; 149 journal articles; and 610 speeches, lectures, and presentations.

The documented research output of the Center is processed throughout the Langley Scientific and Technical Information Programs Division (STIPD), which is an integral part of the Agency's scientific and technical information program.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

During the 63-year history of the Langley Research Center, a comprehensive review and evaluation of the Center's STI program has never been conducted. Portions of the Center's STI program have received periodic or occasional
assessment; however, no valid empirical data exist which can be used to evaluate the total program's efficiency and effectiveness.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

A comprehensive review/evaluation of the Center's STI program will seek to determine the extent to which the program is meeting the needs of Langley research and professional personnel and the recipients of Langley-generated scientific and technical information, the areas or portions of the program which need improvement, and ways in which the program can be modified to improve its overall efficiency and effectiveness. In conjunction with the evaluation project, a theoretical and analytical review of the NASA formal report as a medium for information transmittal will be conducted. The results of the study will enable NASA to develop a more effective medium for transmitting the results of its research.

An annotated bibliography of literature citations on the topic of the design and evaluation of scientific and technical information systems will be completed and published as a resource for future evaluations.

Significance

This study will provide information which can be used to evaluate and improve the Langley STI program. The information gathered by this study will establish the following:

1. Knowledge of and attitudes toward the Langley STI program by internal and external users
2. Information needs of internal and external users of Langley STI
3. Perceived usability, technical quality, and prestige of Langley formal series reports and journal articles by these users
4. Familiarity, use of, and attitudes toward selected NASA STI products and services by these users
5. Assessment of the services provided by STIPD by Langley researchers, identifying areas of concern and recommendations for improvement
6. Recommendations for improving the effectiveness of the dissemination of Langley STI
7. Effectiveness of the Center's policies and procedures for managing and publishing Langley STI
8. Bibliography of literature citations on the topics of STI transfer and dissemination models, systems, and procedures
9. Bibliography of literature citations on the evaluation of the STI programs, and


Overview

The study will utilize both descriptive and experimental research and will be directed by Thomas E. Pinelli, Assistant Chief, STIPD. A steering committee of 17 individuals will be used to help focus, develop, and guide the study through its completion. Each research division will nominate a representative to serve on the committee. Mr. George Chandler, Chief, Scientific and Technical Information (STI) Branch, NASA Headquarters, will serve as an ex-officio member of the committee. The individual tasks established for the study will be executed using Langley, Old Dominion University, and professional contract personnel.

Limitations

The study will be limited to the scientific and technical information output of the Center as processed or disseminated through the Langley STI program. The study is not concerned with either informal transfer or secondary application of the Center's research output. The study will involve researchers at the Langley Research Center and NASA information users in other government agencies, industry, and academic institutions.

REVIEW OF RELEVANT RESEARCH

A search is underway to identify literature relevant to the study. The results of Langley and Headquarters' STI studies and assessments conducted since 1968 will be collected and used to help develop the research methodology for the study. A review of existing systems and models for transferring and disseminating scientific and technical information and evaluating scientific and technical information programs will be undertaken. In addition, an annotated bibliography of literature citations on the topics of the transfer, dissemination, and evaluation of scientific and technical information programs will be completed.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The study will investigate the effectiveness and efficiency of the Center's scientific and technical information program, with particular emphasis placed on improving the effectiveness of the dissemination process. The specific actions to be taken are described in the following phases.
Phase I: Knowledge and Attitudes Survey, Langley Research Personnel

Phase I of the review and evaluation project requires an assessment of the adequacy of the Center's STI program in meeting the needs of Langley research and professional personnel. Areas of the program which need improvement will be identified and ways in which the program can be made more effective will be recommended. This task involves (1) determining through open-ended questions during in-depth interviews the areas and dimensions of the program which researchers consider important, (2) constructing a closed-ended survey to be distributed to all research personnel, (3) tabulating and analyzing the responses to the closed-ended questions and compiling and analyzing the proposed changes and recommendations solicited by several open-ended questions and, (4) presenting the findings of the questionnaire in a final report.

The outcome of Phase I will be an evaluation of Langley's and the Agency's programs for meeting the needs of Langley research and professional personnel.

Phase II: Audit of Publication Process

Phase II of the review and evaluations project requires an "audit" or management analysis of the policies, procedures, and practices used by the Langley Research Center to process, publish, or otherwise handle scientific and technical information. This task involves (1) identifying the various media used by the Center to output its scientific and technical information; (2) compiling all regulations, policies, and instructions applicable to these media; (3) documenting the procedures as currently prescribed; (4) comparing current or actual practices with published management instructions to identify discrepancies or gaps in procedural guidance; and (5) recommending additional or modified procedures.

The outcome or stated purpose of the task is to define the total current procedural framework for processing, publishing, or otherwise handling Langley's scientific information and to supplement existing practices and procedures to create a comprehensive, effective, understandable, and practical framework covering the handling of all research output.

Phase III: Audit of the Report and Manuscript Control Office (RAMCO)

Phase III of the review and evaluation project requires an audit or management analysis of the policies, procedures, and practices used by RAMCO (Report and Manuscript Control Office) to manage and report the Center's scientific and technical information output.

The audit involves (1) documenting the current manual system using flowcharts, tables, and other systems analysis tools and techniques; (2) determining whether changes to the current manual system are necessary and justifiable; (3) proposing a new manual or automated (internal or external) system with appropriate justification for selection; (4) examining the feasibility of in-house automation capabilities; and (5) presenting the procedural framework, underlying models, analysis, comments, and recommendations in a final report.
The outcome or stated purpose of the audit will be an analysis and documentation of the current RAMCO operations, identifying areas for potential improvement including possible automation. The audit will emphasize the records management aspect of the operation.

**Phase IV: Knowledge and Attitudes Survey, Industrial and Academic Personnel**

Phase IV of the review and evaluation project requires an assessment of the benefits, usage, and perceived quality of the NASA/Langley STI Program and STI output by recipients/users in industry, government, and academia. Since the Langley STI program is an integral part of the Agency's STI program, NASA Headquarters has requested that the survey used by the consulting firm include questions pertaining to the Agency-wide STI program and output.

This task involves (1) preliminary telephone interviewing of NASA STI users to supply both content and direction for a closed-ended questionnaire, (2) constructing a closed-ended questionnaire to determine the extent to which the program is meeting the needs of industrial and academic users of NASA/Langley STI, (3) tabulating and analyzing the responses to the questionnaire, and (4) presenting the findings of the questionnaire in a final report.

The outcome of Phase IV will be an assessment of Langley's and the Agency's programs for meeting the needs of non-NASA users of NASA STI products, services, and outputs.

**Phase V: Bibliography**

Phase V of the review and evaluation project requires the development of a selected, annotated bibliography of literature citations on the topic of the design and evaluation of a scientific and technical information system.

**Phase VI: The NASA Formal Report**

**Part I: Effectiveness of the NASA Formal Report**

Part I of the review and evaluation project requires a comprehensive evaluation of the NASA formal report as an effective medium for transmitting scientific and technical information. This task involves (1) developing criteria for the structure and use of the various report elements, (2) analyzing the relationship of those parts within the total report context, and (3) examining the overlapping areas of verbal and graphic presentation to determine the validity of the present format and/or possible modification.

The outcome or stated purpose of this evaluation will be the establishment of benchmarks by which the NASA report can be evaluated.
Part II: Quantitative and Qualitative Criteria for Evaluation
(Bibliography, Index, and Tables)

Part II of the review and evaluation project requires a theoretical and analytical review of the formal report as a medium for information transmittal.

This task includes (1) obtaining, through a manual and computer search, an exhaustive bibliography of literature and (2) describing in quantitative terms the usage of report components in the report environment. The bibliography will contain (1) an index of reports produced by government, colleges, and private enterprise (acquired during prior research); (2) literature which describes the usage of components in the scientific/technical report; and (3) literature which pertains to the evaluation of these communications elements in the scientific report.

The outcome of the review process will be the development of criteria for efficient report organization.

Part III: A Review Assessment and Recommendations

Part III of the review and evaluation project requires an assessment of the overall report organization, the component parts of the report, and the relationship of those parts within the total report context. This task includes (1) contrasting other industry and agency reports (illustrated in prior research) with the NASA report, (2) determining which evaluative criteria can be applied to the formal evaluation and possible modification of the NASA Langley technical report format, (3) establishing a methodology for evaluating the NASA report format, (4) outlining a sequence for the component parts and spelling out what each should include, and (5) preparing and presenting a final report.

The outcome of this phase will be a suggested outline for a sequence and hierarchy of parts for specific users and a series of criteria for graphic and verbal elements.
COSTS

LaRC

Obligated for:

Phase I - Knowledge and Attitudes Survey, Langley Research Personnel
Phase II - Audit of Publication Processes
Phase III - Audit of the Report and Manuscript Control Office (RAMCO)
Phase IV - Knowledge and Attitudes Survey, Industrial and Academic Personnel
Phase V - Annotated Bibliography

Headquarters

Obligated for:

Phase VI - The NASA Formal Report

REPORTING

The project will be documented in a final summary report. The report will be divided into sections containing a review of related research; presentation and analysis of the data; and summary, findings, conclusions, and recommendations. Where possible, phases of the project will be presented in individual articles. A selected, annotated bibliography on the design and evaluation of STI systems will be prepared and published as a NASA Quick-Release Technical Memorandum.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase/Title</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>Jun</th>
<th>Jul</th>
<th>Aug</th>
<th>Sep</th>
<th>Oct</th>
<th>Nov</th>
<th>Dec</th>
<th>Jan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase I: Knowledge and Attitudes Survey, Langley Research Personnel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase II: Systems Analysis: Audit of Publication Process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase III: Systems Analysis: Audit of the Report and Manuscript Control Office (RAMCO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase IV: Knowledge and Attitudes Survey, Industrial and Academic Personnel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase V: Annotated Bibliography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase VI: The NASA Formal Report</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part I: Effectiveness of the NASA Formal Report</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part II: Quantitative and Qualitative Criteria for Evaluation (Bibliography, Index, and Tables)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part III: A Review Assessment and Recommendations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results of Phase V - Design and Evaluation of STI Systems: A Selected, Annotated Bibliography are contained in this report. Phase V was conducted as part of the Langley Scientific and Technical Information (STI) Review and Evaluation Project. The purpose of Phase V was to compile a selected, annotated bibliography of literature citations related to the design and evaluation of STI systems. The use of manual and machine-readable literature searches; the review of numerous books, periodicals reports, and papers; and the selection and annotation of literature citations were required. The bibliography was produced because (1) the information was needed to develop the methodology for the review and evaluation project, and (2) a survey of the literature did not reveal the existence of a single published source of information pertinent to the subject. This bibliography contains approximately 200 citations classified in four subject areas. The areas include information - general; information systems - design and evaluation, including information products and services; information - use and need; and information - economics.